Year 4 success at Multi Sports
Team Spirit Festival
Yesterday Year 4 took part in a multi-sport,
team spirit festival where they got to try out
some new and exciting sports that they may
not have had the chance to take part in
before. Throughout the day, Year 4
competed against other schools in Tower
Hamlets to see who had the best team work
and team spirit. Solebay are pleased to
announce that we have yet again won the
competition and come home with the
trophy! Well done to everyone in Year 4 who
participated and showed Tower Hamlets
what team spirit really is about!

Friday 13th March 2020

This week’s unsung hero is our Premises
assistant Sadith and he has been
nominated by Janet, Tahreena and
Nasreen for his tireless efforts to ensure
that our school is always looking its best.
Thank you Sadith for all your hard work.

Last day of Term: Friday 3rd April
Easter Break: Monday 6th – Friday
17th April
Pupils return to school: Monday
20th April

STAR PUPILS for w/c 2nd
March 2020

4 Red:

Ishak - Ishak deserves star pupil because he did
really well with his maths learning this week.
Suhana – For integrity and excellence. She is
always modelling excellent learning behaviour in
class.

5 Red:

Nursery

Ibrahim - For settling in really well.
Tiana - For settling in really well.

Reception:

Muadh - For doing good writing.
Sharif - For improving his handwriting.

1 Red:

Radin – For settling in and making friends in the
class.
Khadija – For excellent work in independent writing.

2 Red:

Conrad - For making a fantastic world book day
costume! Well done Conrad!
Isobel - For making a fantastic world book day
costume! It had lovely details Isobel!

3 Blue:

Amir - Amir gives very clear explanations in lessons
and he is trying hard to use lots of vocabulary linked
to the lesson. Keep up the hard work Amir!
Sowad - This week I saw Sowad give other pupils a
thumbs up for trying hard or for correcting
themselves. 3 Blue are very lucky to have such a
supportive friend.

3 Red:

Furqan - Furqan demonstrates excellence everyday
through the presentation of his work. He takes great
care and pride when completing tasks across all
subjects. Well done Furqan!
Thomas - Thomas is always polite around school and
says please and thank you without being reminded.
It is always a pleasure to have Thomas around.

Arif - Arif never ceases to show excellence
whenever he sets his mind to it. He is enthusiastic
and knowledgeable, and has an amazing
growth mind-set which helps him to keep trying
with anything, even if it is challenging.
Junkai - Junkai has been a wonder in his time
here at Solebay, learning to read and write
English faster than we could have ever imagined.
He is a credit to our school and we will miss him in
Year 5 dearly, good luck in the future with
everything. Keep in contact!

5 Blue:

Kayse - Kayse shows respect for teachers and
peers. He treats school property and the
belongings of others with care and respect.
Kayse also listens attentively to the responses of
others therefore Kayse has achieved the value of
integrity.
Asa - Asa has a well-developed sense of humour.
He enjoys sharing his talents with the class. He also
makes friends quickly in the classroom and is well
liked by his peers. Asa has achieved the value of
community.

6 Red:

Balazs - For community and excellence. Balazs is
very helpful, thoughtful and caring towards his
peers. He is focussed and is on task at all times in
class.
Naziat - For Excellence. Naziat is a diligent reader
and changes her book frequently each week.
Well done. Keep it up!
Mohammed - For Excellence in not giving up and
trying harder in maths arithmetic.

6 Blue:

Isabella - Isabella has shown great resilience
during the week, she has been working hard in
class and trying her best.
Yusuf - Yusuf has been working really hard during
all lessons and he has been a great example to
other pupils in terms of behaviour and showing
them how do improve their work.

